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Introduction

Components used in high power fibre systems differ significantly from those employed in systems
designed for lower average power, e.g. telecommunications and sensing [1]. On the one hand, fibre core
areas are usually larger [2], allowing for reduced intensity to hamper nonlinear effects [3]. On the other
hand, most fibres have double clad design, comprising two light guiding regions [4, 5, 6]. The outer
(cladding) region is used for low radiance pump light guidance, while a smaller (signal) core with reduced
modal content guides (or even amplifies) signal light of higher beam quality. This allows these active
fibre systems to work as brightness converters, but adds further challenges to their characterization.
The focus of this text will be the explanation and identification of cladding light in double clad fibre
systems, as this is a parameter that is critical for high power operation and often disregarded. A noninvasive method for cladding light measurement will be explained that eliminates most ambiguities and
requires only rather weak assumptions.

2

General guidelines for high power characterization

In general, when characterizing high power fibre optics, the interplay of the characterized light with the
optics used in the experiment must be taken into account. Depending on the magnitude that is to be
measured, different aspects are more or less relevant.
For all kinds of measurements at high power, it is advisable to have a thermal camera ready for
inspection of all implemented components. Keep in mind the different thermal emissivities of the
different surfaces, depending on material and surface quality. A good option for comparison is to add a
stripe of adhesive to a surface, if that is thermally feasible, and monitor the tape’s temperature with the
thermal camera.

2.1 Power measurement
First of all, keep in mind that the beam must be expanded on your measurement head (i.e. power meter)
to a diameter of about half the sensor area. Potential impact of beam wandering / pointing and focal
spot size changes should be taken into account. As the power increases, thermal lensing in any
transmitting optics may become relevant, which can modify your spot size on the power meter. Thus,
keeping track of the actual spot size during the whole process is highly recommended.
Many power meters must be water cooled. Keep in mind that, although most power meters use
differential measurement, deviations in the measured power may be caused by externally induced
influences on the cooling water, e.g. if the same water supply is also used for cooling further
components. Air-cooled power meters may be even more sensitive to external conditions, since they
cannot rely on differential measurement. In particular passively air-cooled thermal power meters (low
Watt range) can often be observed to display incorrect optical powers as a result of an external heat
source.
Depending on the optics in use, also keep in mind that the refractive index (and thus the amount of
Fresnel reflection) may be temperature dependent, although this is most often a minor effect.
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2.2 Beam quality / profile
Whenever the beam profile is involved in a characterization method, the optical power must usually be
strongly attenuated. For high power experiments, neutral density filters are not suitable due to their
absorptive nature. They might be destroyed by thermal effects even in the range of a few Watts of
optical power, and significantly distort any measurement due to thermal lensing otherwise. Instead,
Fresnel reflection at optical wedges or transmitted light at highly reflective mirrors are recommended.
When using highly reflective mirrors, ensure polished and AR-coated backsides to avoid stray light and
ghost reflections. When using Fresnel reflections, make sure you use the front side reflection. In both
cases, it is recommended to monitor the temperature of all optical components to avoid misconceptions
caused by thermal lensing, as well as to prevent thermally induced degradation and damage to
components, which can particularly easily be caused by dirt particles.
If working at very high power or in some critical wavelength regions, keep in mind that absorption in air
may cause thermally induced distortion. This is especially interesting in the wavelengths regions around
1480 nm and 1900 nm, where distinct water absorption lines are located [7] and can cause significant
effects already at a few Watts (depending on the exact wavelength).
Also, for beam profile measurements, the influence of cladding light (see below) should be taken into
account.

2.3 Transmission loss
Since the signal light transmission is usually the magnitude of interest, the transmission loss of high
power optical fibres should more precisely refer to the transmission loss of core light. As light leaking
from the signal core can be guided in the pump core of double clad fibres, this cladding light must either
be identified or removed before a statement about the signal transmission can be made. Thus, an
advisable modification is to modify the standard cut-back transmission measurement method by either
employing cladding light measurement in addition (see section 3), to be performed for each fibre length,
or by applying cladding light strippers. Since CLS efficiency depends on the NA of the light, which can be
close to the core NA for light leaking from the core, a CLS based on a bent fibre is recommended [8]. For
measurement at high average power, however, either a CLS with sufficient power handling (etched or
metal-based) should be used or the cladding light measurement should be preferred.
Furthermore, for active fibres the measurement wavelength must be taken into account due to possible
absorption by dopants. In this case, the measured transmission would depend on the pumping state of
the fibre, making the intended transmission measurement basically a characterization of an (unpumped)
amplifier. High power measurement is particularly of limited use in this case, because the signal light
can, for certain active dopants, induce inversion and thus cause nonlinear absorption behaviour. These
considerations are most relevant if the ground state of the laser material is also the lower state of the
laser emission / amplification process at the measurement wavelength.

3

Cladding light content measurement

As previously mentioned, double clad design may hinder optical characterization of fibres or
components. While light leaking from the inner signal core can effectively no longer be used in the
designated application, it is still guided in the cladding and will thus be measured by power detectors.
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This may distort loss measurements. It is thus essential to evaluate the cladding light content in double
clad fibres and to take it into account when investigating component / system transmissions.
Basically, the appropriate definition of cladding light depends on the application at hand. For example,
when the interest is not to heat up the opto-mechanics on the fiber output end, the amount of high
numerical aperture light is of interest. On the other hand, when the interest is estimating the amount
of cladding light for subsequent integrated fiber components, the amount of light that is located in the
cladding area is required. For the purpose of this guide, we define cladding light as light that is guided
by the cladding in the respective cladding modes.

Figure 1: Near field image of a double-clad fibre with significant cladding light content. Although naked-eye
perception of the image implies effective core light guiding, the actual core only contains about 23 % of the total
optical power.

3.1 Origin of cladding light
While the most obvious reason for cladding light is direct coupling into the cladding, which can happen
accidentally due to bad mode field adaption or intentionally in the case of pump light coupling, there
can also be different reasons located inside the actual fibre system. The most prominent of these are
offsets caused by incorrect splicing or scattering due to fibre defects.
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Figure 2: Bad splice (offset) causing signal light (yellow) to be converted to cladding light.

Figure 3: Scattering inside the fibre due to defect, causing signal light to be converted to cladding light.

Splice losses due to mode mismatch or –offset cause the lost light to be sent to the cladding, where it is
guided further on (see Figure 2). The same holds true for losses caused by scattering defects (Figure 3).
In particular for LMA fibres, a common concept is to design the fibre for low signal core NA and large
core radius, maintaining nearly single mode operation. There low-NA fibres are increasingly sensitive to
bending losses. Since bending losses are higher for higher order modes, bending a few-mode fibre is also
a common practice to purify the modal composition of signal light. However, light extracted from the
signal core by bending is also emitted to the cladding in double-clad fibres, making bending another
potential origin of cladding light.
Another obvious reason for cladding light in active fibres is pump light, of which there is usually a fraction
that passes the fibre unabsorbed. This can be easily identified (and removed) by implementing a dichroic
filter since the wavelength differs from the signal wavelength. In particular for in-band pumped systems,
the spectral edges of such a filter need to be rather steep, which can lead to thermal issues in high power
systems due to complex optical layers and their absorption.

3.2 Effect of cladding light in high power fibre system
3.2.1 Effect on fibre system characterization
Cladding light differs from the light in the signal core in numerical aperture and near field diameter. If
Gaussian optics are used to describe the propagation, the M²-value of cladding light is significantly
higher due to multi-mode composition, resulting in a scrambled phase front. As a result, the cladding
light cannot be focused as tightly as core light and is probably not fully usable in the desired laser
application. However, depending on the measurement setup, in many cases cladding light is included in
laser power measurements. It thus leads to a misconception concerning the usable optical power of a
fibre laser system.
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Furthermore, if the beam quality of a fibre laser system is to be characterized, ISO 11146 defines that
the beam diameter is to be measured via the 2nd moment method. This is based on integrating the full
beam area. While it gives the average beam quality of the total light and is thus a valid measure of the
usable light properties, a single transverse mode beam with significant cladding light may have a
diameter significantly larger than the core with this method. For example, the fibre depicted in Figure 1
has a 21 micron core diameter. From the camera image in the figure, a Gaussian fit can yield a diameter
of 53.8 pixels (1/e²). A 2nd moment evaluation of the central area would result in a diameter of 52.4
pixels. However, integrating over the whole image and thus including cladding light will yield more than
760 pixels diameter with the 2nd moment method. While this may appear surprising, it is actually quite
viable: the image actually represents only 23 % core light. Therefore, the cladding light can significantly
modify the measured beam diameter and thus impact further measurements (e.g. of the beam quality
factor M²).

3.2.2 Thermal effects
Since cladding light is guided by the refractive index step between the fibre cladding and a low refractive
index coating, any material replacing that low index coating can cancel the light guidance and induce
loss by scattering or absorption. This is in particular the case for most adhesives or mounting materials
that touch the bare fibre, as can be the case in micro-optic (fibre) components or at the fibre output
(Figure 4 top). In high power systems, the induced absorption can lead to critical heat build-up and thus
thermal destruction of components.
Fiber component, e.g. coupler, isolator…

Absorbing material
Absorbing
material

Lens mount

Figure 4: Cladding light (red) can cause thermal problems by heating up absorbing material in direct contact with
the cladding (e.g. in subsequent (fibre) optical components, top) of by thermally influencing optics mounts (e.g.
collimation lens, bottom).
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Furthermore, the numerical aperture of cladding light usually exceeds that of core light significantly. The
increased divergence at the fibre output can lead to optical power inciding on the mount of collimation
optics if the fibre cladding light NA is higher than that of the collimating lens (Figure 4 bottom). Since
high NA lenses often consist of high index material that is not suitable for optical powers of more than
some tens of Watts, this situation is rather likely and should be considered when designing the optical
setup.

3.3 Measurement setup for cladding light content
The amount of cladding light is always a property of the fibre system, not the fibre alone. This must be
considered for every kind of cladding light measurement, and one should be aware that the light
coupling heavily influences the measured cladding light content, both by geometric properties (mode
size matching, transverse offset) and by input beam quality and -profile.

3.3.1 Impreciseness of intuitive measurement methods
There are different methods that are commonly employed to evaluate the amount of cladding light in
double-clad fibre systems.
The most intuitive approach would be to place an aperture in an imaging plane of the fibre facet and
measure the core light only, comparing the power to the measured power without the aperture (Figure
5). There are two problems with this method:
1) The clipping point, i.e. the diameter to which to close the aperture, is not well defined (see
Figure 6). If one evaluates the amount of cladding light that would be estimated from such a
measurement, depending on the aperture diameter in closed state, one can see that there can
easily be an error margin in the range of the total amount of cladding light, depending on that
amount and the beam shape [8]. This error is even further increased by lateral offset of the
aperture.
2) Cladding light also has an overlap with the signal core (which is needed to make cladding
pumping work, after all). Depending on the fibre geometry, significant power can be guided in
cladding modes, but located in the core area (see red circle in Figure 7).
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Cladding light

PM

Signal light

Variable aperture
Figure 5: Measurement of cladding light by aperture-based clipping in the near-field.

Variable
aperture

Figure 6: Camera image of a fibre with cladding light, with open (left) and closed (right) aperture in an imaging
plane.

Figure 7: Excitation of cladding light only in a double clad fibre. Note the presence of optical power in the region
of the potential core (red circle).

Another common option would be to clip the collimated beam, actually measuring the cladding light in
the far field (Figure 8). This, however, actually measures high-NA light. While there is certainly usually a
Guidelines on measurement procedures for high power fibre optics
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larger amount of that in the cladding than there is in the core, this must not necessarily be the case.
Furthermore, even though the cladding has a high numerical aperture, the cladding light also contains
low-NA fractions, which would be considered signal light in this setup. This would lead to an
underestimated cladding light content.

Cladding light

PM

Signal light

Figure 8: Far field clipping for cladding light measurement.

Finally, one can measure the cladding light by measuring the total output power, then applying a
cladding light stripper (CLS) and measuring the output power again. This is a highly invasive method, and
the efficiency of the CLS is often not well defined. It can depend on the applied method as well as on
fibre bending and light NA [8]. Furthermore, thermal issues by become relevant when the removed
power is too high (again depending von CLS design).

Cladding light

PM

Signal light

Figure 9: Measuring of cladding light by application of a cladding light stripper (dark blue blob).

3.3.2 Constant intensity extrapolation method: basic principle
To address the problems of the aforementioned intuitive measurement methods, the “constant
intensity extrapolation” (CIE) method can be used. CIE is based on the assumption that the average
intensity in the fibre cladding is nearly constant. This is given in the cladding area for any fibre with a
high number of cladding modes, which is true for nearly every double-clad fibre. In the case of only a
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few cladding modes, mixing the modes and averaging the intensity by dynamically moving the fibre can
help fulfil the assumption. Also, mode mixing benefits from longer fibre lengths.
If a centred aperture is gradually closed within the area of constant intensity, a plot of aperture area vs.
measured power yields a linear relation (see Figure 10). By linearly fitting this area and extrapolating the
fit to zero aperture area, one basically answers the question:

“How much power would there be without the light from this region and all fibre regions
further outside?”
For standard double-clad fibres, this is basically equivalent to the question:

“How much power would there be without the light in the cladding?”
The amount of power without cladding light is exactly the power at the intersection of the linear fit (red
dashed line in the figure) and the y-axis (at x = 0). Comparing this power Pcore (which is the constant term
of the linear fit) to the total power (which can for example be fitted from the constant region for large
areas in Figure 10) immediately yields the core light fraction by Pcore / Ptotal.
It should be noted that the first version of the above question becomes more interesting in the case of
triple-clad / pedestal fibres. By applying the CIE-method gradually from the outside for each fibre region,
the amount of light in a refractive index pedestal can be measured as well (see Figure 14 for example).

Core
region
Cladding area
(constant
intensity)

Figure 10: Plot of aperture area vs. measured power. A linear relation can be easily identified in the cladding region
of constant intensity (example: super-gaussian core- and cladding intensity profiles). Beam profiles as viewed
through the aperture are depicted for the respective regions.
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3.3.3 Constant intensity extrapolation method: Setup
A setup for non-invasive measurement of cladding light in double clad fibres is depicted in Figure 11.
This setup also allows for measurement at high average power, employing a high power signal laser as
light source, though this is not a necessity.
Powermeter
(thermal)

DM
Iris Diaphragm
(AR backside!) (zero aperture!)

Laser

Wedge
Powermeter (semicond.)

PM
Aspheric Lens
High NA
(must capture entire pump core)

Image!

Figure 11: Setup for measurement of cladding light content in double clad fibres at high average power. The fibre
under test is shown in orange.

The setup consists of an input coupling for a test laser into the fibre under test. In the case of high power
test operation, endcaps can be added to the fibre facets. At the output, the fibre facet is imaged onto
the plane of a variable aperture (iris diaphragm) and the power behind that aperture is measured by a
power meter. For convenience, it is advisable to image the aperture plane onto a camera by a second
lens (not shown in the figure).
The alignment can be done as follows:
1) Couple signal light into the fibre cladding.
2) Calculate the imaging distances for your available lenses. Choose the lenses and distances
according to your maximum and minimum aperture diameter (minimum diameter should, in the
best case, be smaller than the image of the fibre core) and camera chip diameter (fibre cladding
must fit onto camera).
3) Place the output coupling lens in the approximately adequate distance from the fibre facet.
4) Place the second lens for imaging onto the camera at the approximate position.
5) Move the second lens or the camera in beam direction until you observe a sharp image of the
fibre cladding edge on the camera ( two imaging distances correct)
6) Place the aperture in the approximate calculated position.
7) Move the aperture in beam direction until you can observe a sharp edge of the aperture on the
camera when closing it ( first imaging distance correct). Ensure centred position of the
aperture.
Some details should be taken into account when establishing the setup:
-

The lens at the output of the fibre must have a high numerical aperture. This is necessary to
ensure that the entire cladding light is caught and can be imaged onto the aperture (and the
optional camera). Still, it should be made of a material that is suitable for the intended
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operational power level. This also applies to the coating. Furthermore, a sufficiently high surface
quality must be ensured.
If a dichroic mirror (as in the figure) or any other mirror is used in transmission in front of
aperture or the power meter used for cladding light characterization, the backside must be ARcoated for the signal wavelength. Reflections (potentially shifted) will otherwise distort the
cladding light measurement. The same is true for any wedge used for beam sampling.
An iris diaphragm (variable aperture) with a scale should be used. Also, it’s advantageous to use
one with a zero minimum aperture to increase flexibility of the setup. The maximum power
handling of the aperture must be considered, which is often in the single-digit Watt level or
below. If so, power reduction by reflection is advised to avoid thermally induced distortion in
transmitting elements.
It should be considered that cladding light content is always a system property, not solely one
of the fibre. Thus, the input coupling quality will influence the measured values and should be
optimized for good results.

3.3.4 Constant intensity extrapolation method: Evaluation in experiment
Although it is not necessary to know the exact total area of the aperture (nor the precise imaging scale),
some kind of area scaling must be available. An easy method is to have a scale on the movable outer
ring of the variable aperture. Then, couple light into the fibre cladding. Record images on the camera for
different (scaled) aperture settings and evaluate the area by counting the pixels exceeding a certain
power level.
The actual measurement should be done as follows:
1) Align the setup (see above) with the fibre under test.
2) Measure the power from the fibre for different aperture diameters and plot power vs. area.
Make sure that a sufficient amount of data from the constant intensity area (cladding) is
available for fitting.
3) Plot the data, fit it in the linear region (constant intensity area). Get the core light amount from
the intersection with the “x = zero”-axis.

3.3.5 Constant intensity extrapolation method: Example
With the setup depicted in Figure 11, the cladding light content was measured for a fibre containing
significant scattering centres and exhibiting high cladding light power. For different aperture areas, the
camera images are shown in Figure 12. They allow for easy identification of the cladding area.

Figure 12: Camera image of the fibre facet for different stages of aperture closing. The octagonal pump core can
be nicely seen with open aperture (left image).
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The measured power is plotted over the aperture area in Figure 13. Even without the help of the camera
images, a linear region can be easily identified (orange in the figure). A nonlinear relation between area
and power can be observed in the core region (blue in the figure), while the power is constant for larger
aperture diameter than that of the fibre cladding (green region). From the linear fit, a core light content
of 15.56 % (and thus 84.44 % cladding light) could be determined.

Aperture > cladding:
constant power

Cladding: constant intensity
=> Linear relation

Core: nonlinear relation

Figure 13: Measurement of cladding light content via CIE method (constant intensity cladding region marked in
orange, power in µW, area in mm²).

As an additional feature, the CIE method can be used to identify pedestal light content in triple clad
fibres. These fibres have a pedestal of increased refractive index around a highly doped core, allowing
for low signal core NA in spite of relatively high core refractive index. An example is shown in Figure 14,
with the refractive index profile of the fibre shown as an inset. From the linear slope in the cladding
region (orange dots), it can be determined that a total of 1.9331 W (out of 1.97 W output power in this
measurement) was not in the cladding, yielding 1.9 % cladding light content. The pedestal region is
represented by the blue measurement points. Since power from cladding and pedestal region are
present there, the fit tells us that 1.7342 W are neither in pedestal nor in cladding, representing a core
power content of 88 %. Thus, the remaining 10.1 % are guided in the pedestal.
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5,0

6

8
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15,0
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14
20,0

aperture area (mm²)

Figure 14: Measurement of cladding and pedestal light content for a triple clad fibre using the CIE method.
Inset: refractive index profile of the fibre.

3.4 Measurement uncertainty
Due to the linear fitting, and since the core light power can be directly read from the linear fit’s y-axis
intersection, increasing the number of data points available for fitting directly improves the accuracy of
the measurement. The errors of area measurement and power measurement can also be included in
the fitting algorithm, reducing the weight of high-error data points. Consequently, a low relative error is
achievable. For example, the measurement shown in Figure 13 has an uncertainty of < 2% for the core
light power. An absolute error of 3 µW was estimated for the power (y-axis) from the power meter
fluctuations (absolute device uncertainty does not matter for power fraction calculation). The area was
assumed as circular with a given diameter and a diameter error of ±0.5 mm, as was found as an upper
limit by calibration measurement. The latter can be done by exciting cladding light only, gradually closing
the aperture, counting pixels sufficiently above noise level on the camera image and fitting the number
suitably with respect to the available scale (usually aperture diameter). In consequence, the relative
error of core light content is below 4.2%.
A repeatability of ± 0.5% (absolute, < 3% relative) for the core light fraction was shown when repeating
the same measurement. However, as mentioned above, it must always be considered that the cladding
light content is a system property, and consequently changes with input coupling quality, for example.
Thus, taking out the fibre under test and placing it in the measurement setup again changes the system
and can consequently lead to different measured values, without this saying anything about the
repeatability because the characterized setup has been changed.
A theoretical comparison between the CIE method and the measurement of core light by closing an
aperture has been presented in [8] for different experimental conditions. Indeed, as mentioned in 3.3.1,
the definition of the clipping point for the aperture diameter proved to be the factor inducing the highest
error in the latter method. Depending on the fibre geometry under investigation, the CIE method
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outperformed the “core-transmission-only” method significantly, with the difference increasing with the
signal core diameter (due to cladding light in the signal core area, see above).

4

Temperature Measurement in high power fibre systems during
operation

The fibre core temperature is an interesting parameter for the understanding of a multitude of physical
effects in high power fibre systems, ranging from thermally induced transverse mode instabilities [9]
over Brillouin gain shift [10] to fibre destruction by fusing [11]. The fibre core temperature can for
example be measured by optical frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR). In this case, temperatureinduced changes in the correlation of the backscattered fibre fingerprint are analysed to yield a
longitudinally resolved fibre core temperature profile. Since the signal runtime is relevant for the
correlation measurement, it is essential that the light is propagating in the fundamental mode, which
may require tailored mode field adaptors. Furthermore, for analysis in high power operation, the
backwards propagating measurement light must be separated from potential backwards signal light due
to ASE, SBS or spurious reflections. This can be done by implementing cascaded WDMs. An exemplary
setup has been presented in [12].
As reference requirements for the temperature monitoring system, typical temperature ranges to be
measured start at room temperature and go up to around 65°C for Yb-based systems and 100°C for Tmbased systems, with the maximum temperature shift typically located in the core region near the
pumped end of the active fibre. A resolution in the order of cm/mm is typically sufficient for a proper
analysis and compensation of thermal effects. For more thorough studies of thermally induced modal
instabilities, sub-millimetre length resolution and kHz temporal resolution may be required, although
that kind of analysis is typically restricted to scientific research and exceeds the scope of the
measurements proposed herein.
Regardless of the particular resolution of the OFDR system employed for temperature monitoring during
high-power characterization, interrogator system calibration is of vital importance to obtain an accurate
measurement, particularly given the dependence of the backscatter characteristics to the particular
optical fibre being used. A recommended approach for simultaneous temperature and resolution OFDR
calibration is to employ two independent temperature-controlled receptacles, filled with a liquid
covering the desired range (in this case, water is sufficient for this particular application). In the first
receptacle, a fine temperature control and a coarse length control are implemented, whereas in the
second receptacle, the opposite approach is taken (coarse temperature control and fine length control).
That is, a fibre section much larger than the OFDR resolution is introduced in the first receptacle, and
the temperature is precisely tuned to several values within the temperature range of analysis. The
difference between the nominal temperature value and the measured value, averaged along the
introduced section, will define the correction constant of the system. In the second receptacle, with a
coarsely tuned temperature more than 20ºC away from room temperature, multiple short fibre sections
of linearly increasing length, centred around the value of the expected length resolution (R) and
separated from one another, are introduced (for example: 0.6R, 0.8R, R, 1.2R and 1.4R). The calibrated
resolution of the system will be defined by the shortest fibre section in which the maximum temperature
measurement is achieved. Note that in the case of high-resolution systems where fibre sections are too
short for straightforward introduction into a single receptacle, heating means with multiple contacts of
different lengths can be locally applied to the fibre.
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High power component characterization

High power optical fibre components are usually tested and specified at lower power levels (in the mWrange). However, thermally induced effects may alter the properties of fibre components at high average
power. It is thus recommended that transmission should be measured at the specified design power
level. Furthermore, it must again be considered that the entire system, consisting of light source,
detector, interconnects and the device under test, is characterized. System properties that are not
relevant at lower power (e.g. cladding light, see above, or thermally induced refractive index changes)
may influence the measurement. For example, input coupling optics may exhibit thermal lensing and
thus modify coupling efficiency, or thermally induced mechanical expansion can cause misalignment.
Also, high power splicing procedures are different from standard telecommunication splicing and have
to be taken into account.
As an example, the transmission of a high power fibre pump combiners with signal feedthrough was
tested at its design power level of several hundreds of Watts. The cladding light content of the diodes
used in the test setup had to be taken into account. This can either be characterized (e.g. by CIE) or
removed, and was specified to be below 5% by the manufacturer. The splice quality also depends on the
splice parameters, and reproducibility is not as good as for standard telecommunication fibres.
Furthermore, thermal power measurement was applied, with common uncertainties in the range of 3%
to 5% depending on the power sensor. While all these aspects limit the achievable absolute uncertainty
level, comparability was tested by measuring the transmission loss of two different pump combiners of
the same model. The measured transmission was within 0.5% of one another for power levels exceeding
500 W (up to 2.6 kW). A power dependence of the transmission was observed, inducing maximum
variations of 2.3% over a range of 2.2 kW power (see Figure 15). The measured transmissions in the
range of 94% at power levels of more than 500 W were slightly lower than those specified at lower
power (> 97% by manufacturer), which can be attributed to the aspects mentioned above. These
additional losses were also indicated by an observed increased of temperature at the combiner output.
There, a tip of adhesive sealing the water-cooled inside of the combiner was identified as the hottest
spot, with temperatures exceeding 60°C at > 2 kW power level. This temperature, measured by thermal
camera, was, however, highly sensitive to contamination and also to splice quality, and no generalization
should be deduced from the actual observed temperatures other than the qualitative one that the
temperature increase must be carefully monitored in high power operation.
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Figure 15: Transmission of a high power pump combiner at different power levels (pump ports).

It is thus recommended that high power components should be tested at their design power level rather
than low power in the mW-range. To reduce ambiguities caused by splicing and determine the actual
input power, splice transmission should be measured after the device transmission test by cleaving the
device input fibre after the splice. If no CLS was applied to the input fibre, this transmission
measurement should be repeated with an added CLS to evaluate the amount of cladding light at the
input. As an alternative, CIE can be used to evaluate the cladding light content at the input fibre. Thermal
monitoring is advisable to prevent component damage, but underlying physics can usually not be
deduced without detailed knowledge of the internal structure of the device under test.
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Abbreviations

AR

Anti-reflective

ASE

Amplified Spontaneous Emission

CAM

Camera

CIE

Constant Intensity Extrapolation

CLS

Cladding Light Stripper

ISO

International Organization for Standardization

LMA

Large Mode Area

NA

Numerical Aperture

PM

Power Meter
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